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Introduction
.Stat is the statistical online platform of Statistics Estonia where users can search and access Statistics
Estonia’s statistical database.
The statistical database presents official statistics. The data have been divided by subject matter
domains as follows: environment, economy, population, social life, sustainable development and
integration. The data on the Population and Housing Census and the Agricultural Census are presented
separately. Each subject area is divided further into sub-domains. The database is published in
Estonian and English.
The public database allows:

 fast and easy access to statistics 24 hours a day every day;
 to receive besides fresh data also data for previous periods;
 to choose only the required data from tables by selecting variables and customising the table
layout;

 to view the selected data on the computer screen and save them in one’s own computer in
different formats (Excel, PC-Axis, HTML, etc. Up to 100,000 cells in Excel and 1,000,000 in CSV
format);

 to view detailed metadata on methodology and sources.
The dates of updating the database are available in the release calendar. The public database is
updated at 8 a.m. on the day announced in advance in the release calendar. The users of the public
database are not required to register themselves.
.Stat concepts
.Stat is structured around these main concepts:






information catalogued by domains, datasets, dimensions, variables and time series;
storage of metadata ranging from the dataset to the cell level;
storage of numeric data figures as well as cell-level flags;
a search engine.

Data organisation
Datasets
Statistical data are organised into datasets. A dataset is a collection of numerical values with
associated textual information. All values share a common set of dimensions.
Dimensions
The dimensions of a dataset are the axes on which the data are labelled. County and year are two
common examples of dimensions. Dimensions can be presented as either a flat list or as a hierarchy
with dimension subsets.
Variables
Every dimension contains a pre-defined list of variables. In the country dimension for example, the
variables are the individual countries.
Metadata
Metadata are the qualitative data that describes the empirical data in .Stat. Metadata can be viewed for
datasets, dimensions and variables alongside the table.
Flags
A flag is a letter that appears alongside the numerical data in any table cell where it applies. It is a
qualitative note that recurs in a dataset for many individual data figures. A legend appears beneath the
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table, explaining the meaning of each flag present in the table. Flags indicate general data properties
such as confidential, provisional and estimated.
Query
A query is a pre-defined set of data within a dataset to highlight a certain topical content of the overall
dataset. Queries appear alongside datasets.

Welcome page
The browser is best used in full-screen view at 1024x768 pixel screen resolution or higher.
From the welcome page, you may find data in the following ways:

 searching across the database by keyword;
 browsing domains;
 searching for datasets by keyword.

Language selection
You can view the interface and data in English or Estonian. To change the language, click on the
language option located in the top right-hand corner of the screen.
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Locating data through the .Stat search
Enter keywords in the .Stat search box in the top right-hand corner of the screen. .Stat will search
through dataset names, dimension names, variable names and metadata for the keywords you entered.
You will get a list of search results, which includes a link to the dataset where the keywords were found
and details of where the keywords appear in the dataset. To open a dataset, click on the link.

NOTE: Once you click on a link, you are not able to navigate back to the search results. Run the search
again if you want to click on another link.
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Locating data by browsing domains
Browse the All datasets panel by clicking on a domain title, then on a sub-domain title and so forth until
you can select a dataset.
Datasets are marked by the table icon in front of their name. When you click on a dataset, a default
table view opens. This view can be customised (see next section).
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Locating a dataset or a query in the domain list
Search across domains and datasets by entering a keyword in the text box at the top of the All datasets
panel.
All dataset titles that contain the keyword are highlighted in yellow.
To start over, simply click Reset to the right of the text entry box and enter a new keyword in the text
entry box.
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Using table features
When you first open a dataset, you see the default table view. Use the options at the top of the table to
modify the default data selection.

 Customise – to select variables for each dimension and change the table layout and display
options.

 Export – to download and save your selection as a MS Excel, CSV, PC-Axis or SDMX file.
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Selecting dimensions and their variables
Select variables in each dimension by clicking on the Customise option at the top of the table and then
the Selection option from the drop-down menu.

To select or unselect a variable, click the check box to the left of the variable. A plus (+) or minus (-)
symbol appears next to the variable name if the variable has a sub-category. Click on this symbol to
show or hide the variables of the sub-category.
Click View data to apply your selection of variables for the current dimension and to see a table
corresponding to this new selection.
Alternatively, after selecting variables for one dimension, continue modifying the other dimensions
shown across the top of the pop-up screen before viewing the new table.
You may also search for variables in the Customise selection pop-up by typing a keyword in the search
box for a given dimension.
All variables containing the keyword will be displayed.
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Time range selection
All frequencies available for the selected dataset are shown on the screen. For example, if only annual
data are available, the option to select quarters and months will not appear.
First check the boxes next to the frequencies to be included in the selection. Then choose either a
specific range of dates (from 1980 to 2000, for example) by clicking Select date range, or indicate that
you wish to have the most recent data available (last 5 years, for example) by clicking Select latest
data.
When selecting a date range, it is possible to select a start year, quarter, month, etc. and automatically
include all available data from that date onward by checking the box next to latest available data.
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Time period selection
It is also possible to select individual years, quarters, months, etc. by checking the box next to each
item. This is necessary if the selection of dates you wish to include is not a continuous series and
contains breaks or time periods outside the main date range.

Note: It is advisable to first select a general range of dates using the Select time range option, and then
include or exclude individual time periods using the Select time period option.
Similarly, you may lose selected individual time periods if you make changes in the Select time period
option before using the Select time range option.
The Select time range option only manages continuous, non-broken series of dates.
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Adjusting the dataset view by moving dimensions
The different dimensions of a dataset can be displayed on either the horizontal or vertical axis of a table
or in the filter area at the top of the table. To move a dimension from one place to another, click on the
Customise option at the top of the table and then the Layout option from the drop-down menu. A dialog
box pops up that allows you to visually drag and drop a dimension in the desired location.

If there is more than one variable selected for a dimension located in the filter area at the top of the
table, click on the variable to open a drop-down menu displaying all variables.
To change the filter that is applied to the data, select the desired variable from the drop-down menu.
If the dimension in the filter area does not have a drop-down menu, then only one variable has been
selected. To include other variables, click on the dimension name to the left of the selected variable and
check other desired variables in the pop-up box.
The following screen shot shows how to change the view using County drop-down list.
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Formatting options
To format the view of the displayed table, click on Customise above the table and then select Table
options from the drop-down menu.
From there you can customise table options:

 Decimals: select the number of decimal points displayed for the data points.
 Scaling: multiply the data points by unit value, hundreds, thousands, hundredths, thousandths,
etc.
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Dimension member labels: view dimension names as codes, descriptive titles or both.
Empty rows and columns: hide or show rows and columns that contain no data.
Hierarchies: hide row hierarchies and/or column hierarchies.
Other options: show timestamps of when the data was uploaded.
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Showing codes instead of names
All datasets, dimensions and variables have short codes as well as names.
To display codes instead of names in the table, click on Customise above the table, select Table
options from the drop-down menu and then select the option Use codes instead of Use full descriptions.
To show both codes and full descriptions, select both Use codes and Use full descriptions.
The following screen shot is of the table showing codes instead of names.
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Hiding empty rows or columns
If a table has many rows or columns containing no data, it can be useful to hide these rows or columns
in order to condense the table and improve readability.
To hide empty rows or columns, click on Customise above the table, select Table options from the
drop-down menu and then select the option Hide empty rows, Hide empty columns or both.
The following screen shot is of the table before using the Hide empty rows and Hide empty columns
options.

The following screen shot is of the dataset view with empty rows and columns hidden.
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Exporting to Excel
Click on the Export option above the table and then select Excel to export your data selection to a MS
Excel file. You are prompted to either save the MS Excel file to disk or open it directly. As your
computer settings may not allow for the file to be directly opened, it is recommended that you save the
file to your desktop and then open it from there. The maximum size of the file is limited to 100,000 data
points.

Exporting to a CSV file
Larger tables can be saved to a CSV file.
Click on the Export option above the table and then select Text file (CSV). The maximum size of the file
is limited to 1,000,000 data points.
Select a dimension label format and a column separator. The dimension label format determines what
information is included in your file for each variable. The column separator determines which character
is used to separate columns in the file.
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Downloading related files and large data selections
Documents related to a particular dataset are available for download under the Export option above the
table. The list of files may contain large prepared selections of data or related documents in any format,
which is indicated in the File type column.
Click on the name of a file to download it.

Exporting to PC-Axis file
Click on the Export option above the table and then select PC-Axis to export your data selection to a
PC-Axis table file.
As your computer settings may not allow you to open the file directly, first save the file to your desktop
and then open it.
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Exporting to SDMX file
Click on the Export option above the table and then select SDMX to export your data selection to a XML
file. The data is available in compact or generic SDMX XML data format. The structure of the dataset,
including the variable codes and labels is available to export via the Data Structure Definition (DSD) file.
You are prompted to either save the XML file to disk or open it directly. As your computer settings may
not allow for the file to be directly opened, it is recommended that you save the file to your desktop and
then open it from there.
Refer to www.sdmx.org for more information.
Note for developers: There is a prototype web service which uses the standard SDMX REST API for
queries. The technical specification of the RESTful query syntax can be found in the SDMX 2.1
Technical Specification (Section 7 – Web Services Guidelines). You may copy and paste the query in
from the SDMX Data URL into your own software program. In some cases, pre-authorisation for use of
the web-service may be required, so please contact us (see page 19) if you have any questions.

Viewing metadata
Metadata can be viewed at all levels: from the dataset-level abstract down to cell-level footnotes.
The presence of metadata is flagged by a small red circle with a white “i”. Clicking on the “i” reveals
an information panel on the right-hand side of the screen.
When you export a table to an Excel file, the metadata link “i” is still active in the Excel file.
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Flags
Flags represent metadata that recur frequently within a dataset.
Flags appear as letters in parentheses in the cell alongside the data figures to which they correspond.
Any table that contains flags displays a legend below the table that explains the meaning of each letter.
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Printing the data
To print a table directly from the statistical database, right-click on the table and select the Print
command.
Print the metadata separately by clicking on the Print icon in the top right-hand corner of the metadata
panel.

Providing feedback
Contact Statistics Estonia via e-mail using the Contact us link located in the top right-hand corner of the
screen.
Please fill out the contact form using as much detail as possible to describe your technical or content
question.
The e-mail address that receives queries from the Contact us link is stat@stat.ee
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